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Purpose: The work was aimed at comparing contrast sensitivity performance in an indoor

environment with two filters, which differ only in the presence of a band at 450±20 nm in the

transmittance spectrum.

Patients and Methods: Thirty-nine subjects participated. The filters were the Standard

(ST) and Professional (PRO) Drive lenses (Hoya, Japan), the latter showing the attenuation

band at 450 nm. Photopic contrast sensitivity (CS) was measured at different spatial

frequencies from 1.5 to 18 cpd through Functional Acuity Contrast Test with both lenses

(LogCSST and LogCSPRO, respectively). The areas under the curves of LogCSST and

LogCSPRO as a function of the spatial frequency were also considered.

Results: In the range of the measured values of LogCSST for the thirty-nine participants, at

each spatial frequency and also for the areas, the difference Δ = LogCSPRO – LogCSST was

found to decrease and change sign from positive to negative as a function of LogCSST, thus

allowing to deduce a threshold (LogCSthreshold) for LogCSST corresponding to Δ=0.

Significant CS worsening was found with the PRO compared to the ST lens for the subjects

showing LogCSST > LogCSthreshold. Vice versa, CS improvement was found when LogCSST
< LogCSthreshold.

Conclusion: In the choice of a blue-filtering lens, practitioners should take into consideration

that the attenuation of light in the range 420–470 nm is expected to produce a CS worsening in

subjects showing a relatively high initial CS (higher than a threshold CS). For these subjects,

the general reduction of transmitted light intensity prevails on possible advantages. On the

contrary, subjects showing a relatively low initial CS are expected to show a CS improvement

because the attenuation of light in the range 420–470 nm is expected to reduce intraocular

scattering and to mimic the effect as an optical filter of the human macular pigment, advantages

which prevail on the reduction of the transmitted light intensity.

Keywords: optometry practice, blue filtering, optics and spectroscopy, intraocular scattering,

macular pigment

Introduction
An optical filter is a device that selectively transmits, absorbs, or reflects light depending

on wavelength. In the visible range, it can transmit long wavelengths only above a cut-

off (long-pass), short wavelengths only below a cut-on (short-pass), or intermediate

band of wavelengths (band-pass). In addition, there are filters with more complex

transmittance spectra. Beyond the definitions, it is the transmittance spectrum that

describes the properties of a filter.

The relationship between the transmittance spectrum of a specific colored filter and

the effects on visual performances and ocular health have been extensively discussed

in the literature, mainly for blue-filtering lenses. Indeed, blue-light filtering lenses have
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received increased attention in recent years because of their

potential to reduce the effects of light scatter and chromatic

aberrations, and the possible protection which they offer

against photo-oxidative effects induced by photons of rela-

tively high energy.1–7 Some authors found visual acuity and/

or contrast sensitivity improvement when using blue-

filtering lenses both in healthy subjects and in subjects

affected by cataract, age-related macular degeneration, or

other retinal diseases.2–7 However, other papers reported

neutral or negative effects of tinted lenses and filters on

visual performances.8–10 In general, there is little objective

and conclusive evidence that tinted lenses or filters improve

visual function, and it is unclear whether lenses with specific

spectral characteristics are better than any others. Another

controversial aspect is the correlation between the subjective

preferences of the wearer and the results of psychophysical

tests.3

Two types of blue-filtering lenses were recently proposed

by Hoya (Tokyo, Japan), the Standard Drive (ST) lens and

Professional Drive (PRO) lens. From the optical point of

view, they are both long-pass transmittance filters with a cut-

off at (426±2) nm.7 Both filters were compared to a clear lens,

as reported elsewhere, and they were found to maintain or

improve some visual functions compared to the clear control

lens.7 The effect was mainly attributed to the reduction of

intraocular light scattering thanks to the strong light attenua-

tion in the blue spectral range below the cut-off (426 nm).

The purpose of this further study is to investigate in

detail the differences of contrast sensitivity in an indoor

environment between the two filters (ST and PRO), bear-

ing in mind that the only spectral difference between them

is an additional band between about 420 and 470 nm in the

PRO spectrum, in the same spectral region of the absorp-

tion of the human macular pigment (MP).11

Materials and Methods
Materials
The two types of Drive lens under investigation in this work

are the Standard Drive (ST) and the Professional Drive

(PRO) (Hoya, Japan). A third type of lens was also dis-

pensed in the preliminarily phase of the work. In addition to

the refractive index nD at 589.3nm (Fraunhofer D line),

some other properties of the three filters are reported in

Table 1. The optical transmittance spectra of the filters

were measured using a Jasco V-650 spectrophotometer.

The clear lens was preliminarily provided to study the

effects of the shift of the cut-off from 405 nm (clear lens)

to 426 nm (ST and PRO filters). The results of the compar-

ison between the clear lens, on one side, and the ST/PRO

lenses, on the other side, are reported elsewhere.7

Lenses were either single vision or progressive additional

lenses (SVLs or PALs, respectively). The clear SVLs used in

the preliminary phase, were standard front aspherical lenses

(Nulux®, Hoya, Japan). The clear PALs were made with

a front design approach, 14 mm corridor length, and power-

based variable inset. As far as the ST/PRO lenses are con-

cerned, the SVLs were both power by power aspherical

optimized on back side atoric lenses optimized for

a standard position of wear. The ST/PRO PALs were both

FreeForm integrated double-surface design with 15 mm cor-

ridor length, individual inset based on power and individual

monocular pupil distance.

Study Design
A diagram showing the study procedure is reported in

Figure 1. The study was conducted in accordance with the

Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the Ethics

Committee of the University of Milano Bicocca (prot. Int.

0059770/17, classif. II.18, C.IPA unimib C.AOO:

AMMU06, C. reg. prot.: RP01). Before being enrolled in

the study each subject expressed his/her written informed

consent and gave the researchers permission to collect and

treat personal and optometric data.

Forty subjects were recruited for this work (Figure 1) -

twenty adults who used PALs (PAL sub-group) and twenty

who used SVLs. Special attention was paid to the PAL sub-

group in this work because their mean age was higher than

that of the SVL wearers (as discussed in a following para-

graph), which was expected to increase intraocular light

scatter.12 The inclusion criteria were the absence of any

known ocular pathology, having a binocular best corrected

visual acuity (BCVA) of at least logMAR = 0.1 (logarithms

of the minimum angle of resolution), having good binocular

vision (no anomalies in ocular motility, heterophorias at

distance and near and fusional reserves at distance within

the limit of the expected values,13 no suppression, and

Table 1 Lens Properties. Some Optical Properties of the Clear

Lens Used in the Preliminary Phase of the Study and of the

Lenses Under Investigation in the Experimental Phase (ST/PRO)

Clear Lens ST PRO

Anti-reflection coating Super Hi-Vision® AR Drive AR Drive

nD 1.592 1.592 1.592

Abbe number 41 40 40
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a stereoscopic acuity of at least 60 arcsec), and being

a regular wearer of either PALs (to be included in the PAL

sub-group) or SVLs. One participant in the PAL sub-group

dropped out of the study (Figure 1).

In the preliminary phase of the study (Figure 1), an

initial eye and visual examination were performed to

determine each subject’s eligibility and to find the best

ophthalmic correction. Ophthalmoscopy and slit-lamp

examinations were carried out to detect any ocular anom-

aly. The presence of an anomaly in ocular motility was

investigated by the H pattern test that is considered reason-

able for the purpose and easier to perform in a clinical

setting than other techniques.14,15 Non-cycloplegic subjec-

tive refraction at distance was carried out by a phoropter

procedure. The mean spherical equivalent (MSE) was

calculated for each eye as the algebraic sum of the value

of the sphere and half of the cylindrical value. The addi-

tion for near in PAL sub-group was firstly determined

according to the expected age and then adjusted

subjectively.14 BCVA was measured with the optical cor-

rection at far distance arranged in a trial frame at distance

of 4 m using high-contrast (97%) ETDRS chart displayed

on an LCD optotype system (Vision Chart CSO, Florence,

Italy). The visual acuity threshold was determined in the

logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution (logMAR)

using a letter-by-letter criterion. Dissociated heterophorias,

either at distance or near, were measured through an alter-

nating cover test and a prism bar. Fusional reserves at

Figure 1 Study design. Flow diagram of the study design.
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distance were measured with prism bar. A possible sup-

pression was evaluated by the Worth 4-Dot test at distance,

and stereoscopic acuity was measured by the circles subt-

est (Wirt rings) of the Stereo Fly Test (Stereo Optical Co.)

at a distance of 40 cm with the optical correction at near

distance arranged for both eyes in a trial frame.

After the initial visual assessment, each participant was

asked to choose a frame from a limited set of frames.

Before entering the experimental phase, the participants

received a pair of spectacles with clear lenses to wear for

fifteen days. The experimental phase of this work began

after fifteen days (Figure 1), when 50% of participants

(randomly selected) received spectacles with the ST

lenses. They were asked to wear them for as long as

possible over the next fifteen days. The remaining partici-

pants received the PRO lenses. After these fifteen days of

wear, contrast sensitivity measurements were conducted

(Figure 1). For the next fifteen days, each participant

wore the Drive lenses they had not yet tested (Figure 1),

after which psychophysical contrast sensitivity analyses

were repeated. All the measurements of contrast sensitivity

of the experimental phase were taken with the dispensed

glasses. Photopic CS was detected binocularly through

Functional Acuity Contrast Test (FACT) (room lighting

fluorescent lamps, chart luminance 60.0±3.3 cd/m2) at

3-meter observation distance and the threshold measured

as logarithm of the contrast sensitivity (LogCS). The emis-

sion spectrum of the room fluorescent lamps was measured

by a spectrophotometer Hamamatsu C10082CAH. The

spectrum (here omitted) showed many peaks of different

intensity and width, which is a typical characteristic of

commercial fluorescent lamps. The integral of the spec-

trum was calculated in the restricted range of interest for

this work (420–470 nm) and in the whole visible range

(400–750 nm). The ratio between the two integrals was

found to be about 10%. The investigated spatial frequen-

cies were 1.5, 3.0, 6.0, 12.0, 18.0 cpd (cycles/degree). The

data measured with the ST and PRO lenses are indicated in

this work as LogCSST and LogCSPRO, respectively. In

addition to the single CS values for each spatial frequency,

the areas under the curves of LogCSST and LogCSPRO as

a function of the spatial frequency were also consid-

ered ( �181:5 LogCS).
A single blind crossover study was performed.

Participants were masked to the randomization scheme,

but investigators were not. Although a double-masked

randomized control paradigm is usually considered to be

the gold standard, the slightly different yellow appearance

of the ST and PRO lenses was easily identifiable by the

optometrists involved in data collection. To the best of our

knowledge, participants were unaware of possible benefits

and expected differences between the two filters under

investigation.

Finally, at the end of the study when the subjects had

worn all three types of lenses for fifteen days each, they

were asked to make a subjective choice about which lens

they wanted to keep. No detailed questionnaire was admi-

nistered. The subjects were simply asked to express which

lens they would like to keep.

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics were produced for the measurements

collected during the initial assessment and the experimen-

tal phase. Numerosity (N) and relative percentage values

(%) were reported for each level of the categorical vari-

ables, while mean and standard deviation (SD) were cal-

culated for the numerical ones. Differences between ST

and PRO lenses were evaluated using t-tests for paired

samples. Statistical significance was set at the overall

level of 0.05. Concerning the CS values measured at

each spatial frequency, the Bonferroni correction was

applied to compensate for the possible increase of the

chance of a rare event, as expected when multiple hypoth-

eses are tested. Therefore, each individual hypothesis (for

each spatial frequency) was tested at a significance level of

0.01, ie 0.05 divided by the number of hypotheses.

Concerning the comparison between the areas underlying

the CS curves, the level was set at 0.05.

Results
Figure 2 shows the measured transmittance spectra of the

ST and PRO filters (plano lenses) and the transmittance

spectrum of the human MP,11 which will be discussed in

the following section. The spectral difference between PRO

and ST filters is highlighted in the inset of Figure 2, which

shows the spectrum obtained by subtracting the optical

density (OD) of the ST plano-lens from the OD of the

PRO plano-lens, where OD is defined as Log(1/transmit-

tance). The difference is represented by a band centered at

about 450 nm extending between about 420 nm and 470 nm.

The demographic characteristics, the mean spherical

equivalent (MSE) values and the BCVA of the whole

sample of thirty-nine subjects and, in brackets, of the

PAL sub-group are reported in Table 2.

To study the possible difference between the CS with the

two Drive lenses under investigation, mean and standard
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deviation (SD) of LogCSST and LogCSPRO were calculated

from the measured data at each spatial frequency. The results

are reported in Table 3, together with the percentual difference

ε between the two mean values (ε = LogCSPRO�LogCSST
LogCSst

), and the

p-value obtained by paired Student’s t-test, calculated on all

subjects and, in brackets, for the PAL sub-group.

It is possible to state that there is no significant difference

between LogCSST and LogCSPRO both for the whole sample

of thirty-nine subjects and for the PAL sub-group (nineteen

subjects). The percentage differences ε in Table 3 are some-

times positive and sometimes negative and the p-values are

all greater than the significance level.

Table 3 data can be processed in a different way, analyz-

ing the individual values subject by subject. This allowed

for a different interpretation of the results in which two sub-

groups can be identified. If one considers the graph in

Figure 3, it is possible to identify a criterion for dividing

the sample into two sub-groups. For each subject, Figure 3

shows the difference Δ between the CS performances with

the two filters (Δ = LogCSPRO - LogCSST) on the ordinate

axis as a function of the value obtained with the ST lens on

the abscissa axis (LogCSST). To give an example, the data in

Figure 3 correspond to those taken at the frequency of 6 cpd.

Similar graphs can be obtained at the other spatial frequen-

cies or for the area �181:5 LogCS. From the graph, one can note

that subjects with a relatively low CS with the ST lens

typically have a benefit with the PRO lens because Δ is

typically positive, ie the CS is increased with the PRO lens

Figure 2 Transmittance spectra (axis on the left) of the ST and PRO filters (plano

lenses) and transmittance spectrum (axis on the right) of the human macular pigment

(MP) taken from the optical density (OD) reported in Werner et al11 (transmittance =

10−OD). Inset: spectrum obtained by subtracting the OD of the ST plano-lens from the

OD of the PRO plano-lens, where OD is defined as Log(1/transmittance). The range of

OD values (ordinate axis) in the inset is 0.00–0.07.

Table 2 Participants. Demographic Characteristics, Mean

Spherical Equivalent (MSE) Values, and BCVA of the Whole

Sample of Subjects and, in Brackets, of the PAL Sub-Group

Number of subjects 39(19)

Number of women 19(9)

Age

(years)

Min 24(46)

Max 73(73)

Mean ± SD 47.5 ± 14.8

(59.7 ± 7.3)

MSE

right eye

(D)

Min −6.88(−5.13)

Max 5.38(5.38)

Mean ± SD −1.20 ± 2.91

(0.09 ± 2.67)

MSE

left eye

(D)

Min −7.00(−5.00)

Max 5.88(5.88)

Mean ± SD −1.08 ± 3.07

(0.29 ± 2.88)

BCVA

(logMAR)

Min −0.26(−0.26)

Max 0.08(0.06)

Mean ± SD −0.11 ± 0.09

(−0.09 ± 0.09)

Table 3 Overall Comparison Between ST and PRO Filters. Mean

±SD of LogCSST and LogCSPRO for Each Spatial Frequency and for

�181:5 LogCS for Both Filters, Togetherwith the Percentual Difference
ε Between the Mean Values for the Two Filters, and the p-values

Obtained by Paired Student’s t-Test, Calculated on All Thirty-Nine

Subjects and, in Brackets, for the PAL Sub-Group (Statistical

Significance Set at P<0.01 at Each Spatial Frequency with the

Bonferroni Correction and at P<0.05 for the Area �181:5 LogCS)

LogCSST LogCSPRO ε (%) p-value

1.5 cpd 1.74 ± 0.18

(1.67 ± 0.14)

1.76 ± 0.16

(1.70 ± 0.12)

+1.1%

(+1.8%)

0.247

(0.481)

3.0 cpd 1.92 ± 0.16

(1.84 ± 0.11)

1.93 ± 0.13

(1.86 ± 0.10)

+0.5%

(+1.1%)

0.737

(0.593)

6.0 cpd 1.99 ± 0.17

(1.95 ± 0.15)

1.99 ± 0.16

(1.95 ± 0.10)

0%

(0%)

0.826

(0.775)

12.0 cpd 1.73 ± 0.23

(1.59 ± 0.20)

1.68 ± 0.25

(1.54 ± 0.21)

−2.9%

(−3.2%)

0.040

(0.160)

18.0 cpd 1.35 ± 0.30

(1.21 ± 0.31)

1.30 ± 0.27

(1.16 ± 0.27)

−3.7%

(−4.1%)

0.103

(0.333)

ð18
1:5

LogCS
29.05 ± 3.18

(27.21 ± 2.77)

28.59 ± 3.09

(26.73 ± 2.36)

−1.6%

(−1.8%)

0.092

(0.287)
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compared to the ST one. The opposite is found for subjects

who have a relatively high CS with the ST lens. In this case,

Δ is typically negative, ie CS is better with the ST lens,

suggesting that the PRO lens is not able to provide an

advantage and therefore is not recommended.

The continuous line in Figure 3 indicates the result of

linear regression of the data of the overall group of 39

subjects. From the equation of this line, it was possible to

deduce a specific value of LogCSST corresponding to Δ =

0. This value is here defined LogCSthreshold and it can

represent a threshold value to predict the clinical advan-

tage of the PRO filter compared to the ST one. For the

subjects whose LogCSST is lower than LogCSthreshold, an

improvement of the CS is expected using the PRO filter,

while for the subjects whose LogCSST is higher than

LogCSthreshold, CS is expected to be worse with the PRO

filter compared to the ST. For example, at 6 cpd,

LogCSthreshold is 1.98 (as indicated by the vertical dotted

line in Figure 3).

Through the linear regression of the data at each of the five

spatial frequencies (from 1.5 to 18 cdp, not only at 6 cpd), it

was possible to obtain five threshold values LogCSthreshold, one

for each spatial frequency. Similarly, one can deduce

a threshold value for the area �181:5 LogCS. This set of six

reference values were deduced by considering the whole

sample of 39 subjects. They are shown in Table 4, where the

regression equations, the corresponding Pearson coefficients,

and all the threshold values LogCSthreshold are reported.

Based on the LogCSthreshold values reported in Table 4,

two sub-groups (for each spatial frequency and also based

on the area under the curve) were defined as STlow and

SThigh to indicate the two sub-groups for which CS

improvement (STlow) or worsening (SThigh) was expected

with the PRO filters compared to the ST lens. The compar-

ison between the two filters (ie between LogCSST and

LogCSPRO) was repeated separately for each sub-group

(STlow and SThigh). In this way, the difference between the

visual performance achieved with the two filters now

appears significant for various comparisons in respect to

the findings for the overall group (Table 3). Table 5 shows

these new findings. No percentual variations ε of the STlow

sub-group are negative (the mean value of LogCSPRO is

always equal or better than the mean value of LogCSST),

while the opposite scenario is found for the SThigh sub-

group showing only negative ε values (the mean value of

LogCSPRO is always worse). For the STlow sub-group at 3

cpd, the difference between the two filters is significant with

statistical significance at 0.01. At the same spatial fre-

quency, the difference between ST and PRO filters is sig-

nificant also for the SThigh sub-group, as well as in other two

cases, including the area �181:5 LogCS. These results indicate
that the overall performance with the ST filter was better

than the performance with the PRO one for the SThigh

Figure 3 CS difference (Δ) between PRO and ST filters. Difference Δ for each

subject between LogCSPRO and LogCSST at 6 cpd with the PRO and ST lenses,

respectively, as a function of LogCSST. Some points in the graph are superimposed.

Full diamonds indicate all 39 participants, while crosses indicate the subjects of the

PAL sub-group. The upper half of the figure ((Δ > 0) indicates the area where the

measured CSPRO is better than CSST, while the lower half (Δ < 0) indicates the area

where CSST is better than CSPRO. The continuous line indicates the result of linear

regression of the data of the 39 subjects: y = 0.6717–0.3395 x, R = 0.466). A vertical

dotted line indicates the abscissa corresponding to y = 0 in the regression equation,

ie LogCSthreshold.

Table 4 Threshold Values LogCSthreshold for LogCSST to Distinguish

STlow and SThigh Sub-Groups. Results Obtained by Linear Regression

of the Differences Ɗ = LogCSPRO-LogCSST of All Thirty-Nine

Subjects as a Function of LogCSST Both for the Values Measured at

Each Spatial Frequency (for Example, The Corresponding Graph at 6

Cpd Is Reported in Figure 3) and for the Values of the Areas

�181:5 LogCS Including the Pearson Coefficients, The Linear

Equations, and the Values of LogCSthreshold (Abscissa Values

x Deduced by Assuming y=0 in the Corresponding Equations)

Pearson

Coefficients

Linear Equation LogCSthreshold

1.5 cpd 0.470 y = 0.6066–0.3350x 1.81

3 cpd 0.609 y = 0.8928–0.4610x 1.94

6 cpd 0.466 y = 0.6717–0.3395x 1.98

12 cpd 0.196 y = 0.1835–0.1368x 1.34

18 cpd 0.467 y = 0.3475–0.2947x 1.18ð18
1:5

LogCS
0.314 y = 4.336–0.165x 26.25
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sub-group and vice versa, although with less statistical

significance, for the STlow sub-group. As it was suspected,

subjects starting from a poor CS with the ST lens typically

had a benefit using the PRO lens. Conversely, for subjects

who already had a good performance with the ST lens, the

use of the PRO lens produced some worsening of the CS.

To conclude the analysis, the number of subjects who

had a CS benefit with the PRO lens compared to the ST

lens or vice versa was counted and compared to the sub-

jective preference they showed. For simplicity, only the

spatial frequency of 3 cpd was considered (Figure 4) to

decide the recommended filter for each subject based on

CS measurements. This spatial frequency was used

because it corresponds to a relatively high CS and because

the difference between the two filters (PRO and ST) was

significant both in the STlow subgroup and in the SThigh

one (Table 5). Obviously, the prescription can also be

made on the basis of CS at another spatial frequencies or

considering the area �181:5 LogCS to use a parameter that

takes into account the entire range of frequencies. In

Figure 4, the two main bars represent the number of

subjects who had a CS benefit with the PRO or ST lens.

To assess whether a better psychophysical result matches

the subjective preference, in the same figure the three bars

next to each main bar represent the number of subjects,

among each sub-group, who chose the PRO lens, the ST

lens, or did not want either of the two filters (preferring

a clear lens without any yellow colour). Concerning the

comparison between recommended and preferred lenses,

similar results were found when considering the CS results

at other spatial frequencies or the area �181:5 LogCS.

Discussion
In first approximation, the overall results do not seem to

show significant differences in contrast sensitivity achieved

with the use of the two different filters under investigation

(Table 3). CS with the ST and PRO lenses was, on average,

the same and was confirmed either when considering all

subjects involved in this study (age varying from 24 to 73

years) and when considering the sub-group of older subjects

(from 46 to 73 years, already PAL wearers). This outcome is

not new and was already discussed in a previous paper

concerning Drive ST/PRO filters compared to a clear lens.7

Both filters were found to maintain or improve some visual

functions compared to the clear control lens and this

improvement was attributed to the shift of the cut-off from

405 nm (clear lens) to 426 nm.7 As can be observed in

Figure 2, the shift causes the transmittance to be reduced to

zero below 426 nm both for the ST and for the PRO filter.

However, a more detailed analysis showed that there

are some significant differences in the CS between the two

filters. Indeed, for subjects who showed a relatively low

CS with the ST filter (STlow sub-group), the use of the

Table 5 Comparison Between STand PRO Filters for the STlow and

SThigh Sub-Groups. Mean ± SD of LogCSST and LogCSPRO at Each

Spatial Frequency and for the Area �181:5 LogCS for Both Filters,

Together with the Percentual Difference ε Between the Mean

Values for the Two Filters, and the p-values Obtained by Paired

Student’s t-Test, Calculated on the STlow and SThigh Sub-Groups of

the Whole Sample of Subjects or, in Brackets, Calculated on the

STlow and SThigh Sub-Groups of the Sample of PAL Subjects

(Statistical Significance Set at P<0.01 at Each Spatial Frequency

with Bonferroni Correction and at P<0.05 for the Area �181:5 LogCS)

LogCSST LogCSPRO ε (%) p-value

STlow sub-group (LogCSST < LogCSthreshold)

1.5 cpd 1.62 ± 0.11

(1,62 ± 0.11)

1.67 ± 0.12

(1.67 ± 0.13)

+3.1%

(+3.1%)

0.079

(0.217)

3.0 cpd 1.81 ± 0.07

(1.76 ± 0.07)

1.87 ± 0.11

(1.83 ± 0.09)

+3.3%

(+4.0%)

0.009

(0.164)

6.0 cpd 1.87 ± 0.10

(1.85 ± 0.11)

1.89 ± 0.10

(1.87 ± 0.07)

+1.1%

(+1.1%)

0.255

(0.509)

12.0 cpd 1.34 ± n.a.#

(1.34 ± n.a.#)

1.34 ± 0.12

(1.34 ± 0.12)

0%

(0%)

0.940

(0.940)

18.0 cpd 0.93 ± 0.19

(0.93 ± 0.20)

1. 01± 0.22

(1.00 ± 0.23)

+8.6%

(+7.5%)

0.236

(0.351)

ð18
1:5

LogCS
24.4 ± 1.1

(24.6±1.4)

25.0 ± 1.9

(25.2 ± 1.9)

+2.5%

(+2.5%)

0.399

(0.382)

SThigh sub-group (LogCSST > LogCSthreshold)

1.5 cpd 1.92 ± 0.08

(1.85 ± n.a.#)

1.90 ± 0.12

(1.78 ± 0.09)

−1.0%

(−3.8%)

0.432

(0.182)

3.0 cpd 2.11 ± 0.07

(2.06 ± n.a.#)

2.02 ± 0.10

(1.95 ± 0.09)

−3.1%

(−3.1%)

0.005

(0.184)

6.0 cpd 2.15 ± 0.07

(2.11 ± n.a.#)

2.11 ± 0.13

(2.01 ± 0.09)

−1.9%

(−4.7%)

0.197

(0.070)

12.0 cpd 1.78 ± 0.19

(1.66 ± 0.16)

1.72 ± 0.23

(1.59 ± 0.19)

−3.4%

(−4.2%)

0.037

(0.151)

18.0 cpd 1.50 ± 0.16

(1.46 ± 0.13)

1.40 ± 0.21

(1.30 ± 0.22)

−6.7%

(−11.0%)

0.005

(0.031)

ð18
1:5

LogCS
30.3 ± 2.3

(29.1 ± 1.7)

29.5 ± 2.7

(27.8 ± 2.1)

−2.4%

(−4.4%)

0.012

(0.021)

Notes: #SD is not available (n.a.) because all data in the sub-group are equal. Bold

character: statistically significant difference between LogCSST and LogCSSRO.
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PRO filter determined an improvement in CS which was,

on average, in the order of +3% (Table 5) proving sig-

nificant at 3 cpd. On the contrary, subjects showing

a relatively high CS with the ST filter (SThigh sub-group)

were affected by a general worsening when using the PRO

filter (mean worsening of about −3%), which was signifi-

cant at 3 cpd, at 18 cpd, and when considering the

area �181:5 LogCS.
This distinction between (i) the subjects who have

a benefit with the use of the PRO lens compared to the

ST one and (ii) those who have some worsening can be

interpreted taking into consideration the optical transmit-

tance properties of the two filters. From the optical point

of view, the only difference between them is the presence

of the additional band at 450 nm in the PRO transmittance

spectrum. Their different performances can be attributed

as being due to the balance between expected advantages

of the attenuation of light in the 420–470 nm range vs the

undesirable, though unavoidable, reduction of transmitted

light intensity. The advantages are expected to be

a possible reduction of intraocular light scattering, if

present,12 and the selective filtering of light in the same

spectral range miming the role, as an optical filter, of the

human MP. Indeed, as shown in Figure 2, the additional

band of the PRO lens covers the same spectral range as the

absorption of human MP. The relationship between MP

and visual performance was also reported by other

authors.16–19 For example, Loughman et al16 found

BCVA and CS positively associated with MP optical den-

sity. In other words, despite the reduction of the overall

intensity of the transmitted light, the PRO filter can help

subjects who show relatively low LogCSST and are posi-

tively affected by the reduction of intraocular scattering

and/or by further filtering of light in the range of the MP

absorption. For the other subjects (with high CS), intrao-

cular scattering is negligible and the contribution of the

PRO filter in miming the MP absorption is not so helpful,

so the disadvantage of a general reduction of transmitted

light intensity prevails, and the PRO lens produces an

overall CS worsening.

As mentioned before, the CS measurements were car-

ried out in an environment illuminated with white light,

about 10% of the intensity being in the range 420–470 nm

with respect to the total intensity in the visible. It may be

interesting to repeat the study by illuminating the room

with white LEDs, which are known to have a strong peak

of emission centered at about 450 nm, in the same spectral

position of the characteristic band of the PRO lens. It may

also be interesting to repeat the measurements with solar

lighting in order to mimic the outdoor conditions instead

of the lighting conditions of an indoor environment.

Figure 4 Subjective preference and recommended lens based onCSmeasured at 3 cpd.

Number (N) of subjects showing a better CS with either the PRO or the ST lens based

on the measured CS at 3 cpd (main bars) and number of subjects, among them, who

chose the PRO lens, the STD lens, or did not want either of the two filters, both

considering all 39 subjects (first panel) and considering the PAL sub-group (second panel).
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From the trend of the differences Δ=LogCSPRO-
LogCSST as a function of LogCSST (Figure 3), threshold

values for LogCSST, defined as LogCSthreshold, were

deduced to distinguish the two sub-groups (STlow and

SThigh) at the different spatial frequencies and for the

area �181:5 LogCS (Table 4). This approach allowed for

a distinction of the two sub-groups and a demonstration

that the effect of the PRO filter was opposite (Table 5).

Based on the CS at 3 cpd, about 62% (twenty-four) of

the subjects were classified as STlow (the recommended

lens was PRO) and about 38% (fifteen) as SThigh (the

recommended lens was ST), as shown in Figure 4.

However, the PRO lens was not the one most frequently

chosen subjectively by participants. Only eight subjects

out of thirty-nine (20%) chose the PRO lens; nineteen

participants out of thirty-nine (49%) chose the ST one,

while twelve subjects (31%) did not want any yellow

lens. Maybe the slightly darker coloration of the PRO filter

compared to the ST lens made it less pleasant for some

subjects despite the better results of the psychophysical

outcomes. This interpretation is also confirmed by the

rejection of some subjects of a yellow Drive lens, whether

it was ST or PRO (Figure 4). Excluding the twelve sub-

jects who did not want any Drive lens, the prescription of

the PRO lens corresponds to the subjective choice in 33%

of the cases (50% if considering only PAL wearers), while

the correspondence is 75% for the lighter yellow ST lens

(71% if considering only PAL wearers). Prescription and

subjective choice could also be compared by taking into

consideration the prescription based on other spatial fre-

quencies or the prescription based on the area �181:5 LogCS,
which takes into account all the five CS values. Data were

omitted in the session of results, but the results were in

reasonable agreement with those at 3 cpd reported in

Figure 4. For example, based on the areas and excluding

those who did not want any Drive lens, the prescription of

the PRO lens corresponded to the subjective choice in

40% of the cases, while the correspondence was 63% for

the lighter yellow ST lens.

Finally, a potential limitation of the present research

should be mentioned. The photopic CS was measured

through the FACT. Although this chart has been improved

in reliability with respect to the older version (Vistech

chart), it showed a certain degree of ceiling effect for

young healthy people and a floor effect in old people

with cataract.20,21 This could be due to the reduced range

of CS measured by the test.20 However, this issue

appeared limited to the spatial frequency of 1.5 cpd.20,21

Moreover, the measurement can be considered reliable if

the area under the CS function is specified.21 Considering

that the results of the present study are significant at

a higher spatial frequency than 1.5 cpd and for the overall

area under the CS curves ( �181:5 LogCS), the known poten-

tial limitation of the FACT just described is not expected

to play a relevant role here.

Conclusions
Contrast sensitivities when using either the Standard (ST)

or the Professional (PRO) Drive lenses (Hoya, Japan) were

compared by taking into consideration that the two filters

differ only and exclusively for the attenuation of the

transmitted light in the region of the spectrum between

420 and 470 nm.

For subjects who showed a relatively low CS with the

ST filter, the use of the PRO filter allowed the CS to

improve, with statistical significance at 3 cpd. The positive

effect of the PRO filter is attributable to the reduction of

intraocular scattering and to a filtering of light in the same

range of the MP absorption, thus miming its role as an

optical filter. These effects are therefore found to prevail

on the general reduction of transmitted light intensity.

Therefore, the PRO lens might be particularly useful in

those people suffering pathological ocular conditions

which cause a CS reduction as already reported in the

literature in case of filters which filter blue light.2,3,6,22

On the contrary, subjects already showing a relatively

high CS with the ST filter were affected by a worsening

when using the PRO filter, which is attributed to the

general reduction of the transmitted light intensity. In this

case, the ST filter is recommended. In addition to the

visual performance, the subjective choice of the partici-

pants was also analyzed and it was found to be influenced

by the yellow color of the lenses, especially for the PRO

lens.
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